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Modulation of Excitatory Synaptic Transmission by Glycine and Zinc 
in Cultures of Mouse Hippocampal Neurons 
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The monosynaptic EPSP between cultured hippocampal 
neurons is mediated by activation of 2 classes of excitatory 
amino acid receptors. Kainate or quisqualate receptors gen- 
erate a fast conventional EPSP, while NMDA receptors me- 
diate a slow, voltage-sensitive EPSP. Recently, 2 substances 
have been shown to modulate the activity of the NMDA re- 
ceptor-channel complex: glycine increases the probability 
of channel opening, while zinc acts as a noncompetitive 
antagonist. Since these substances are present in the CNS 
and thus may function as neuromodulators, we have ex- 
amined their role in excitatory synaptic transmission in hip- 
pocampal cultures using the whole-cell-patch-recording 
technique. 

The slow, NMDA-receptor-mediated EPSP was strikingly 
dependent on the presence of a conditioning substance that 
gradually accumulated in the extracellular fluid during a 30 
min incubation in physiological saline. Washout of the con- 
ditioned medium eliminated the slow EPSP, and perfusion 
with physiological saline containing 1 FM glycine restored 
the slow EPSP to control levels. Furthermore, conditioned 
medium collected from astroglial-only cultures also poten- 
tiated the response to NMDA. Zinc (20-50 PM) overcame the 
potentiation of the response by glycine and resulted in a 
reversible block of the slow EPSP, providing the first evi- 
dence for a direct action of zinc on excitatory synaptic trans- 
mission. 

Our results show that the expression of the slow EPSP 
may be subject to regulation by several endogenous sub- 
stances: positive modulation by glycine (or a glycine-like 
substance), which can be released from astroglial cells, and 
negative modulation by physiological levels of zinc. The 
characteristics of the glycine modulatory mechanism make 
it suited for a role as a tonic modulator, while zinc may have 
an acute mechanism of action. 

The ion channels gated by NMDA receptors are subject to mod- 
ulation by divalent cations acting at several different sites: they 
are blocked by magnesium in a voltage-dependent manner 
(Mayer et al., 1984; Nowak et al., 1984); show selective antag- 
onism by zinc, at a site distinct from that at which magnesium 
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binds (Mayer and Westbrook, 1987a; Peters et al., 1987; West- 
brook and Mayer, 1987); and have a high permeability to cal- 
cium (Ascher and Nowak, 1986; MacDermott et al., 1986; Jahr 
and Stevens, 1987; Mayer and Westbrook, 1987b, Mayer et al., 
1987). In addition, submicromolar concentrations of glycine 
have been shown to potentiate responses to NMDA by a strych- 
nine-insensitive mechanism (Johnson and Ascher, 1987). 
Whether zinc and glycine act as neuromodulators in the CNS 
is worthy of consideration, since both of these agents may have 
access to the postsynaptic membrane. Therefore, it is important 
to understand if they can affect excitatory synaptic transmission. 

Until recently, monosynaptic potentials evoked by excitatory 
amino acids were thought to be exclusively mediated by non- 
NMDA type receptors, with the role of NMDA receptors rel- 
egated to activation via “polysynaptic” pathways (Evans et al., 
1981; Jahr and Yoshioka, 1986; Nelson et al., 1986). With the 
advent of specific antagonists to the NMDA receptor (Watkins 
and Evans, 1981; Watkins and Olverman, 1987), it is now ap- 
parent that NMDA receptors are also activated during mono- 
synaptic transmission in the vertebrate CNS (e.g., Dale and 
Roberts, 1985; Mayer and Westbrook, 1987~). In addition, 
NMDA receptors also contribute, in some pathways, to mech- 
anisms underlying long-term potentiation (Collingridge et al., 
1983) and may be involved in several pathologies of the nervous 
system (see Rothman and Olney, 1987). In cultures of mouse 
spinal cord and hippocampus, monosynaptic EPSPs are also 
mediated by activation of both NMDA and non-NMDA re- 
ceptors (Forsythe and Westbrook, 1986, 1988). The synaptic 
currents underlying the EPSP can be divided into 2 kinetically 
distinct components: a fast conventional EPSC, which is blocked 
by the nonselective excitatory amino acid receptor antagonist 
kynurenate, and a slow EPSC (duration 100-500 msec), which 
is blocked by the selective NMDA receptor antagonist 2-amino- 
5phosphonovaleric acid (AP5). The slow EPSC is voltage sen- 
sitive in the presence of magnesium and has a reversal potential 
that is calcium dependent (Forsythe and Westbrook, 1988), as 
expected for activation of NMDA receptor channels. 

Although glycine and zinc can alter NMDA responses, the 
question of whether these agents are functionally important in 
vivo is still unresolved. However, a role for zinc in central syn- 
aptic transmission is suggested by a variety of observations, 
Histochemical methods using the Timm sulfide-silver stain 
(Timm, 1958) have demonstrated the presence of zinc in the 
hippocampus and cerebral cortex. Ultrastructural studies have 
shown that the staining is present in giant synaptic boutons of 
the mossy fibers (Haug, 1967) and also in many other areas of 
the telencephalon, where it is located in a population of clear 
vesicles at synapses making asymmetric contacts with dendritic 
spines (Perez-Clause11 and Danscher, 1985). Furthermore, zinc 
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is released on stimulation (Assaf and Chung, 1984; Howell et 
al., 1984) and reduces paired pulse potentiation in the hippo- 
campus (Khulusi et al., 1986). Glycine on the other hand, binds 
to a high-affinity, strychnine-insensitive receptor, the distribu- 
tion of which parallels that of NMDA receptors (Bristow et al., 
19X6; C&man et al., 1987). 

Our results demonstrate that slow EPSPs mediated by acti- 
vation ofNMDA receptors are potentiated by glycine and blocked 
by zinc. Activation of the slow EPSP requires the presence of a 
conditioning substance (presumably glycine) that is actively re- 
leased into the extracellular medium, perhaps by glial cells. It 
seems likely that the interplay between these 2 modulators could 
significantly alter synaptic efficacy at synapses in the hippocam- 
pus. 

Materials and Methods 
Cell culture. Low-density cultures of dissociated hippocampal neurons 
were prepared from 16-l 7 d mouse embryos. Neurons were plated onto 
a confluent astroglial feeder layer at a density of 25-50,000 cells/35 mm 
dish. This resulted in small islands of cells (2-10) that were ideal for 
studying monosynaptic connections (for methods see Forsythe and 
Westbrook, 1988). Astroglial cultures identical to those employed for 
the neuronal feeder layers were prepared for the collection of condi- 
tioned medium. Specifically, hippocampal cells were prepared from 
newborn mice and plated onto Vitrogen (Collagen Corp.) and poly-(L- 
lysine)-coated 35 mm dishes at a density of 250,000 cells/plate. These 
plates were fed twice weekly with a complete change ofa growth medium 
(containing 10% fetal bovine serum) until confluent. All neurons were 
eliminated by this procedure. The medium was then changed to the 
neuronal feeding medium containing 5% horse serum and an antimitotic 
agent (5’-fluoro-2’-deoxyuridine, 15 pg’rnl, and uridine, 35 &ml) for 
1 week before collecting conditioned medium (see below). 

Experimental chamber. Experiments were performed at 25°C on the 
stage of a Nikon inverted microscope, using a recording chamber with 
direct temperature control and continuous perfusion (Forsythe and 
Coates, 1988). A Plexiglas insert was used to reduce the volume of the 
35 mm dish to about 350 ~1 and thus increase the effectiveness of the 
perfusion. The perfusing fluid (300-400 pl/min) was switched between 
the control and test extracellular medium using a hydraulic switch 
(2-way valve, Polyplan) with a dead space of 30 hl between the switch 
and bath. 

Electrophysiology. Control extracellular medium contained (in mM): 
NaCl. 135: KCl. 3: alucose. 10: HEPES. 10: CaCl,. 1: 100 UM picrotoxin: 
and 1 ~~‘strydhnme, with no added magnesium. Test extracellular 
medium consisted of the above plus either 1 PM glycine or 20 PM zinc. 
In some experiments, 50 FM zinc was applied from a “puffer” pipette 
(Westbrook and Mayer, 1987; Forsythe and Westbrook, 1988). For each 
experiment the cultures were initially washed thoroughly with control 
medium. A “conditioning” period without perfusion preceded record- 
ing, in order to permit release of putative modulatory substances. Pre- 
liminary experiments suggested that 20-30 min was sufficient to obtain 
a maximal effect on the EPSP, although a detailed time course of the 
accumulation of conditioning factors was not performed. 

Tight-seal whole-cell patch recordings were made from pairs of neu- 
rons until a synaptic connection was obtained. The electrodes had re- 
sistances of between 3-5 rnn when filled with 140 mM KMeSO,, 10 mM 
HEPES, 11 mM EGTA, and 1 mM CaCl,. Separate amplifiers were used 
for each electrode (Axoclamp 2 and Axopatch, Axon Instruments), and 
both pre- and postsynaptic membrane potentials were monitored con- 
tinuously. The presynaptic membrane potential was maintained at the 
same level throughout the recording and stimulated to evoke an action 
potential at a continuous rate of 0.2-1.0 Hz. The evoked EPSP was 
digitized and stored on an LSI 1 l/23 computer for later averaging and 
analysis. 

A rapid perfusion apparatus similar to that described by Johnson and 
Ascher (1987) was used to apply known concentrations of NMDA, 
glycine, and zinc to individual neurons under voltage clamp, using a 
CsCl-based intracellular solution (which was otherwise identical to that 
above) and a patch-clamp amplifier (List EPC 7). Each of the 4 barrels 
of the perfusion apparatus was approximately 200 PM in diameter. The 
perfusion apparatus was mounted on a manipulator and positioned 
within Xl-100 pm of the cell under study. Switching between solutions 

was achieved by moving the perfusion apparatus to position tke barrel 
contammg the desired solution to be orthogonal to the neuron. During 
these experiments the recording chamber (volume 4.5 ml) was perfused 
at l-l .5 ml/min to wash out drugs applied from the perfusion apparatus. 
One barrel was filled with unconditioned recording medium; the others 
were filled with the following drugs dissolved in unconditioned recording 
medium: 30 PM NMDA; 30 MM NMDA and 1 FM glycine; 30 FM NMDA, 
1 PM glycine, and 50 PM ZnCl,. In another experiment, one of the barrels 
contained 30 PM NMDA dissolved in glial-conditioned medium; this 
was obtained by incubating astroglial cultures with recording medium 
for 2.5 hr and aspirating the medium, which was stored at 4°C and used 
the following day. 

Results 

Although previous experiments on monosynaptic EPSPs had 
failed to show any effect of local perfusion of control medium 
from a puffer pipette (Forsythe and Westbrook, 1988), a different 
picture emerged when the medium was completely replaced by 
perfusing the recording chamber: substantial changes were ob- 
served in the time course and amplitude of monosynaptic EPSPs. 
This suggested that conditioning substances were being released 
into the medium from the culture and that their removal altered 
the time course and amplitude of the EPSP. The results de- 
scribed are based on recordings from 22 pairs of monosynapt- 
ically connected neurons, and 7 neurons using the rapid per- 
fusion apparatus. Our use of the term “conditioned medium” 
refers to extracellular recording solution left in contact with the 
culture for sufficient time to allow secretion of modulatory sub- 
stances by cells in the culture (at least 20 min). 

Efect of perfusion on monosynaptic EPSPs 

In order to determine the sensitivity of EPSPs to conditioning 
substances in the extracellular fluid, we examined the effects of 
exchanging conditioned medium for fresh recording solution. 
Stable long-term recordings of monosynaptic EPSPs were first 
obtained during a period without perfusion. The recording 
chamber was then perfused with fresh extracellular solution to 
wash away the conditioned medium. Throughout the recording 
the membrane potential was continuously monitored and did 
not change by more than l-2 mV during perfusion, nor did 
perfusion have any effect on neuronal input resistance. Figure 
1 shows an example of the result obtained from such an exper- 
iment that was performed on 5 synaptic pairs. The EPSP re- 
corded after the conditioning period, but before beginning per- 
fusion, had a long time course with a rapid initial rise due to 
activation of kainate or quisqualate receptors and a slow decay 
due to activation of NMDA receptors (Dale and Roberts, 1985; 
Forsythe and Westbrook, 1988). On perfusion of the recording 
chamber with fresh medium, the duration (as measured by the 
halfwidth) and amplitude of the EPSP were affected differently 
(Figs. 1 and 5). The peak amplitude of the fast EPSP usually 
increased during washout of conditioned medium, with the mean 
changing from 11.9 f 2.5 to 19.2 ? 3.0 mV (means f SEM, 
n = 5). The halfwidth became much shorter, such that the ter- 
minal decay of the EPSP had a time constant close to that of 
the membrane time constant of the postsynaptic neuron, chang- 
ing from 192 f 46 to 33 f 8.5 msec. The reduction in EPSP 
duration is similar to the effect produced by the NMDA antag- 
onist AP5 (Forsythe and Westbrook, 1988). In fact, subsequent 
perfusion of AP5 following washout of the conditioned medium 
resulted in no additional change in the EPSP duration (n = 2). 
This suggests that a conditioning factor is necessary for the 
expression of the synaptic NMDA receptor current. Cessation 
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Figure 1. Perfusion with unconditioned medium decreases the duration and increases the peak amplitude of monosynaptic EPSPs. In this and 
subsequent figures, each trace is the average of 20-30 responses evoked by intracellular stimulation of the presynaptic neurone. The stimulus is 
indicated by a smnll arrow, while the EPSP half-decay times are shown by large arrows. The EPSP recorded in conditioned medium without 
perfusion shows the characteristic long duration associated with the dual receptor response. On perfusion with unconditioned medium (“perfusion”), 
2 effects were noted: a decrease in EPSP duration and an increase in the amplitude of the fast EPSP. The terminal decay time constant of the EPSP 
(~EPSP = 49.2 msec) now matched that of the postsynaptic cell membrane (T~~,~ = 46.5 msec), comparable to the effect previously observed on 
application of the NMDA antagonist AP5. When perfusion was stopped for 35 min, there was substantial recovery, suggesting that one or more 
conditioning substances are released and accumulate in the conditioned medium, where they are responsible for the reduction in EPSP amplitude 
and increase in halfwidth. 

of perfusion (with no AP5 present) resulted in a substantial 
recovery within 35 min of both the amplitude and duration of 
the EPSP to control levels (Fig. l), presumably due to reaccu- 
mulation of the conditioning substances. 

Glycine mimics the efect of conditioned medium on the EPSP 
duration 

Since glycine potentiates NMDA responses (Johnson and Asch- 
er, 1987), we examined the effect of glycine on the monosynaptic 
EPSP between hippocampal neurons in order to determine if 
this could account for the conditioning effects we observed on 
the slow, NMDA receptor-mediated component of the EPSP. 
Using an identical protocol as described above, a monosynaptic 
EPSP was recorded prior to perfusion and then during perfusion 
with unconditioned medium. After washout of the slow NMDA 
receptor-mediated component of the synaptic response by un- 
conditioned medium, the perfusion fluid was switched to one 
containing 1 PM glycine (and 1 PM strychnine). Addition of 
glycine resulted in the complete recovery of the EPSP duration 
(Fig. 2A). Of 10 EPSPs examined using this protocol, only the 
one shown in Figure 2A decreased in amplitude on washout of 
conditioned medium; in the remaining 9 cases, the EPSP in- 
creased in amplitude as shown in Figure 1. 

Since the results shown in Figures 1 and 2 suggest that the 
effects of conditioned medium on the halfwidth and amplitude 
are separate events, the effect of glycine on the EPSP time course 
was quantified by comparing results obtained during perfusion 
of unconditioned control medium with those recorded on 
switching to perfusion of control medium with lp~ glycine. The 
peak EPSP amplitudes were unaffected by the addition ofglycine 
(14.7 f 2.0 vs. 14.3 f 2.4 mV, n = 4). In contrast, the halfwidth 
of the EPSP increased from 31.4 + 9.3 to 80.9 f 21.8 msec. 
Since the slow EPSP was virtually abolished in the absence of 
glycine or on removal of conditioned medium, modulation of 

the NMDA receptor by a glycine-like compound is important, 
perhaps even essential, for the synaptic activation of NMDA 
receptors. 

Using a rapid perfusion apparatus, we were able to confirm 
the marked potentiation of NMDA responses by 1 PM glycine 
(Fig. 2). In addition, conditioned medium collected from hip- 
pocampal astroglial cultures (identical to those used as feeder 
layers for neuronal cultures) also potentiated inward currents 
evoked by NMDA (Fig. 2B). Glial conditioned medium was 
0.67 ? 0.02 times as effective as 1 WM glycine in potentiating 
responses to NMDA (n = 4). It was also noted that in some 
experiments, besides increasing the NMDA response amplitude, 
glycine appeared to reduce desensitization of the NMDA re- 
sponse. Together these results suggest that the conditioning sub- 
stance released from hippocampal cultures is glycine, or a com- 
pound with a glycine-like action. 

Effect of conditioned medium on the EPSP amplitude 
Perfusion with unconditioned medium resulted in an increase 
in the peak amplitude of the EPSP compared with that recorded 
at the end of the initial 30 min conditioning period prior to 
perfusion (9 out of 10 EPSPs). It proved possible to separate 
this phenomenon from the effect on the slow EPSP, since the 
peak EPSP amplitude was unaffected by subsequent perfusion 
of glycine-containing medium, despite a marked increase in the 
EPSP duration. This effect is illustrated in Figure 3; the EPSP 
showed a large increase in amplitude and decrease in duration 
on washout of conditioned medium. Switching to medium con- 
taining 1 PM glycine restored the slow EPSP but did not reduce 
the EPSP amplitude back to its initial value. Washout of con- 
ditioned medium by medium containing glycine also resulted 
in an increased EPSP amplitude (12.1 f 2.6 to 15.7 f 3.0 mV, 
n = 5), combined with a small increase in the duration of the 
slow component of the EPSP (112 + 37 to 144 +- 46 msec, data 
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Figure 2. Perfusion with 1 /LM glycine (and 1 PM strychnine) mimics the effect of conditioning on the EPSP duration and on currents generated 
by exogenously applied NMDA. A, Control EPSP in conditioned medium has a long duration, which is reduced by perfusion with unconditioned 
medium. The EPSP duration is restored by switching perfusion to unconditioned medium containing glycine, indicating that the generation of a 
slow EPSP is dependent upon glycine or a glycine-like-substance in the extracellular medium. B, Conditioned medium collected from hippocampal 
astroglial cultures caused a similar degree of potentiation of the NMDA receptor current to that induced by addition of 1 PM glycine. Using a rapid 
perfusion technique (see Materials and Methods), the NMDA current was measured under voltage clamp at a holding potential of -60 mV. Control 
medium was continuously perfused through the dish. The 4 drug pipes contained: 1, control medium; 2, unconditioned medium + 30 PM NMDA, 
3, conditioned medium + 30 PM NMDA; 4, unconditioned medium + 30 FM NMDA + 1 PM glycine. Switching between the above was achieved 
by moving the array of pipes across the cell, such that it was completely bathed in the medium flowing from one pipe. Perfusion of NMDA alone 
resulted in a transient current that largely desensitized after a few seconds. Switching to perfusion with NMDA + conditioned medium caused a 
marked potentiation in the peak current and a lesser degree of desensitization. A similar, but more potent, action was obtained by perfusion of 
NMDA with 1 KM glycine, suggesting that the conditioning medium had glycine levels below 1 PM and that the glycine may originate from astroglial 
cells. 

not shown). However, following cessation of perfusion, to allow 
conditioning of the medium by substances secreted from the 
culture, the EPSP amplitude did recover to control values (Fig. 
1). Thus, in addition to glycine, there is another component in 
the conditioned medium, which appears to depress the fast EPSP 
(see Discussion). 

Antagonism of the slow EPSP by zinc 
In contrast to the potentiating effect of glycine, physiological 
concentrations of zinc may act as an endogenous inhibitor of 
NMDA receptor-mediated responses (Peters et al., 1987; West- 
brook and Mayer, 1987). Negative modulation of the NMDA 
receptor mediated synaptic current, following release of zinc 

into the synaptic cleft, offers another possible control mecha- 
nism regulating excitatory synaptic transmission. We therefore 
examined the effect of zinc on the slow component of the EPSP 
in the presence of 1 PM glycine and 1 PM strychnine. 

Antagonism of the slow EPSP by zinc is illustrated in Figure 
4. During perfusion with extracellular medium containing 1 PM 

glycine, the EPSP showed both fast and slow components. Local 
application of 50 PM zinc from a puffer pipette or perfusion of 
the recording chamber with medium containing 20 PM zinc 
caused a substantial and reversible reduction of the duration of 
the EPSP, similar results were obtained from 7 neurons (a fur- 
ther 2 EPSPs, with only a fast component, were unaffected by 
zinc): the mean halfwidth was reduced from 103 + 3 1 to 33 f 
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# 
- 

control (conditioned) 

Figure 3. The increase in EPSP amplitude induced by perfusion is not dependent on the presence of glycine. In this figure the control EPSP in 
conditioned medium is shown below the experimental results. The effects of perfusing this cell pair with and without glycine in the medium are 
shown above, superimposed on the same baseline. Perfusion with unconditioned medium resulted in a 300% increase in the peak amplitude, 
accompanied by a decrease in EPSP duration. Switching the perfusion medium to that containing 1 /IM glycine resulted in an increase in the EPSP 
duration, but there was no change in peak amplitude. This shows that although glycine mimics the effect of conditioning on the slow EPSP, it does 
not by itself account for the effect of conditioning on the EPSP amplitude. 

5.1 msec. The effect of zinc on the peak amplitude of the EPSP ponent (as in Fig. 4A), zinc produced a substantial reduction in 
was more variable and appeared to parallel the relative contri- amplitude. Zinc had no effect on the shape of the presynaptic 
bution of the NMDA receptor-evoked current to the total syn- action potential or on the resting membrane potential. Again 
aptic response. For the majority of EPSPs, with only a small using the rapid perfusion apparatus we were able to confirm 
NMDA receptor component, zinc produced little reduction in that zinc antagonized the NMDA-evoked current in these cells 
EPSP amplitude, whereas in EPSPs dominated by the slow com- (Fig. 4B). Perfusion of 50 KM zinc substantially antagonized the 

I 2mV 

Figure 4. Zinc blocks both the slow 
EPSP and the current induced by ap- 
plication of exogenous NMDA. A, Ef- 
fect of zinc on the EPSP was examined 
during continuous perfusion with me- 
dium containing 1 PM glycine. The con- 
trol response shows a dual-component 
EPSP with a long duration and late peak 
amplitude, indicating a large, slow EPSP 
component. On application of 50 PM 

zinc from a puffer pipette, near com- 
plete block of the slow EPSP was ob- 
served. Recovery of the slow EPSP was 
obtained after 1 min ofwashing. B, Zinc 
was equally potent as an antagonist of 
the inward current evoked by 30 FM 

NMDA using rapid perfusion. As in 
Figure 2B, the response to 30 PM NMDA 
was measured under voltage clamp at 
- 60 mV. Perfusion with 30 PM NMDA 
and 1 PM glycine caused potentiation of 

400 I>A 

111~111111111~111111lllllllllllllll 30 FM NMDA the NMDA-mediated current, but on 
switching to the same medium con- 

.11111111111111 glvcine taming NMDA, glycine, and 50 PM zinc, 
0” 

50 pM zinc 
the current was reduced to 27% of con- 
trol. 
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________________ ______--_ Control 

Condition 

Washout of Glycine. 

ksi Washout of conditioning factor(s). 

Replacement of conditioning factors by Glycine. 

m Perfusion with Zinc. 

Figure 5. Summary of the effects of washout of conditioned medium 
and of verliusion of alvcine or zinc on the monosvnantic EPSP halfwidth 
(top) and amplitude(bottom). The EPSP halfwidth and peak amplitude 
are plotted relative to values recorded during conditioning by either 1 
FM glycine or by conditioned medium. Each bar represents the nor- 
malized mean + SEM for between 4 and 7 experiments. Bar I, Starting 
with continuous perfusion of medium containing 1 PM glycine and 
switching to medium containing no glycine resulted in reduction of the 
EPSP halfwidth, but the mean amplitude was unaffected. Bar 2, Wash- 
out of conditioned medium produced a similar decrease in EPSP half- 
width to that observed on washout of glycine (bar 1) but also resulted 
in potentiation of the EPSP peak amplitude, suggesting that conditioned 
medium contains both glycine and another conditioning substance. Bar 
3, Washout of conditioned medium with 1 PM glycine potentiated the 
slow EPSP, as measured by the increase in halfwidth, and also poten- 
tiated the peak amplitude. Bar 4, Zinc antagonized the NMDA-me- 
diated slow EPSP as measured by the decrease in halfwidth but did not 
affect the EPSP amplitude. 

current evoked by 30 PM NMDA even in the presence ofglycine. 
It should be emphasized, however, that although the current 
observed in the presence of 50 FM zinc is similar to that observed 
with NMDA in the absence of glycine, higher zinc concentra- 
tions completely block the NMDA response (Westbrook and 
Mayer, 1987). 

The effects of glycine, zinc, and conditioned medium on the 
EPSP amplitude and halfwidth are summarized in Figure 5. 
Each EPSP measurement of peak amplitude and halfwidth was 
normalized to that observed either in conditioned medium or 
during perfusion with 1 MM glycine, as appropriate for individual 
experiments. The first bar shows the effect of switching to gly- 
tine-free medium after previous perfusion of the recording 
chamber with 1 PM glycine, to remove other conditioning sub- 
stances; washout of glycine resulted in a substantial reduction 
in EPSP halfwidth, with no change in peak amplitude. The 

influence of conditioned medium is shown by the second bar: 
On washout of conditioned medium by perfusion of uncondi- 
tioned medium with no added glycine, a similar decrease in the 
EPSP halfwidth was observed as for washing out glycine (bar 
l), but the peak EPSP amplitude was now nearly doubled. This 
effect on amplitude occurred over a wide range (0.85-3.5) which 
could result from either differences in sensitivity or in the con- 
centration of the non-glycinergic conditioning substances. Re- 
sults of a further control experiment in which conditioned me- 
dium was washed out with unconditioned medium containing 
1 MM glycine resulted in an increase in both amplitude and 
halfwidth (bar 3), were consistent with those obtained for direct 
application of NMDA using the rapid perfusion apparatus, where 
1 PM glycine was found to be more effective than the conditioned 
medium in potentiating responses to NMDA. Bar 4 shows that 
zinc reduced the EPSP halfwidth to the same extent as that 
observed on removal ofglycine, i.e., zinc blocks the slow NMDA 
receptor-mediated EPSP. On average, zinc had no effect on the 
EPSP peak amplitude when it was applied during perfusion of 
medium containing 1 PM glycine to remove other conditioning 
substances (bar 4). In summary these results suggest that the 
decrease in halfwidth on removal of conditioned medium is due 
to washout of glycine; however, removal of glycine alone does 
not account for the effect of conditioned medium on the EPSP 
amplitude. 

Discussion 

The effects of washing out conditioned medium on the mono- 
synaptic EPSP recorded between cultured hippocampal neurons 
could be separated into 2 phenomena: loss of a slow NMDA 
receptor-mediated EPSP and an increase in the amplitude of 
the fast EPSP. The former phenomenon was linked to the wash- 
out, during perfusion, of glycine or a glycine-like substance that 
modulates NMDA receptor activity. The effect on the fast EPSP 
was due to the action of an additional substance, possibly L-glu- 
tamate, as discussed below. The slow EPSP was also antagonized 
by low concentrations of zinc, which had no effect on the fast 
EPSP. 

Modulation of excitatory synaptic transmission by glycine 
Washout of conditioned medium reduced the halfwidth of the 
monosynaptic EPSP. This effect was reversed by perfusion of 1 
KM glycine, in a strychnine-independent manner, as previously 
reported for single NMDA receptor channels in excised patches 
and for whole-cell recordings (Johnson and Ascher, 1987). Un- 
der our experimental conditions, switching from conditioned 
medium to a control medium containing 1 PM glycine resulted 
in an increase in the EPSP halfwidth, suggesting that the con- 
centration of glycine in the medium after 30 min of conditioning 
was slightly less than 1 FM. Glycine (1 PM) was also slightly more 
potent than glial conditioned medium in potentiating responses 
to rapid perfusion of 30 HM NMDA. 

The physiological relevance of the modulation of excitatory 
synaptic transmission by glycine is strengthened by the auto- 
radiographic mapping studies of Bristow et al. (1986) who de- 
scribed a high-affinity, strychnine-insensitive binding site for 
glycine in the hippocampus. The distribution of these glycine 
binding sites closely matches that of NMDA receptors. Mod- 
ulation of NMDA receptors activated during excitatory synaptic 
transmission is also supported by the reciprocal enhancement 
of binding at NMDA and glycine receptors, suggesting an al- 
losteric mechanism (Cotman et al., 1987). 
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An unresolved question concerns the cellular source and reg- 
ulation of glycine in the extracellular space under physiological 
conditions. There are 4 possibilities: (1) release from local gly- 
cinergic terminals, (2) colocalization and release of glycine and 
glutamate from single synaptic vesicles, (3) release from neural 
or glial elements not linked to classical neurosecretory mecha- 
nisms, and (4) diffusion ofglycine across the blood-brain barrier 
into the CSF and interstitial spaces. 

The use of dissociated hippocampal cultures offers a distinct 
advantage over experiments in vivo or on in vitro slice prepa- 
rations for distinguishing between these possibilities, since the 
volume and surface area of the cultured tissue is small, relative 
to that of the bath. This allows better control of the composition 
of the extracellular fluid in the immediate vicinity of the neuron; 
this is especially important in this type of study, where the 
maximal effective concentration of glycine is low (< 10 PM), 

since release from the surrounding tissue could perhaps main- 
tain this low concentration of glycine when the extracellular 
space is poorly perfused. 

The first of the above alternatives seems unlikely since there 
is no known glycinergic pathway within, or projecting to, the 
hippocampus and because the selective GABA antagonists bi- 
cuculline and picrotoxin appear to antagonize all chloride-de- 
pendent IPSPs in the hippocampus (Alger and Nicoll, 1982; 
Collingridge et al., 1984; Segal and Barker, 1984). In the present 
study, no spontaneous or evoked picrotoxin-resistant IPSPs were 
observed, suggesting that glycinergic inhibitory neurons were 
not present in culture. 

It remains to be seen if there is any co-release of glycine with 
glutamate. Our study does not support this possibility, since the 
slow component of the EPSP is abolished by perfusion of simple 
salt solutions and is restored by the perfusion of glycine, while 
the fast EPSP increased in amplitude during perfusion, sug- 
gesting that the excitatory transmitter molecules continue to 
reach the postsynaptic membrane. Since both L-glutamate and 
glycine appear to act directly on the receptor-channel complex 
(Johnson and Ascher, 1987) co-release of glycine and glutamate 
from synaptic vesicles should allow equal access to their re- 
spective receptor sites, and perfusion should not preferentially 
reduce the response to only one ligand. 

This leaves the possibility of release from non-neuronal cells 
or diffusion from the ventricular CSF. Our results suggest that 
release from glia can generate a sufficient concentration of gly- 
tine in the extracellular fluid to account for all the conditioning 
activity seen in culture; however, our results do not exclude the 
possibility that diffusion from the CSF or diffusion across the 
blood-brain barrier makes a significant contribution in vivo. It 
remains to be seen whether release from astroglial cells is a 
consequence of the kinetics of the glycine uptake mechanism 
(such that at low extracellular concentrations the carrier acts 
in reverse to pump glycine out of the cell) or whether secretion 
is via a calcium-dependent mechanism. 

An important question is whether NMDA receptors in vivo 
are subject to modulation by changes in the ambient glycine 
concentration or whether the glycine concentration is always 
supramaximal for modulation of NMDA receptors. The con- 
centration of glycine in the lumbar CSF, around 6 I.LM (McGale 
et al., 1977; see also Fishman, 1980), is close to the dose needed 
for maximal potentiation of NMDA receptors (Johnson and 
Ascher, 1987). Although a high-affinity glycine uptake system 
has been reported in both neuronal and glial cells dissociated 
from cerebral cortex (Hannuniemi and Oja, 1981; see also Py- 

cock and Kerwin, 198 I), it is unlikely that this mechanism could 
reduce the extracellular glycine concentration below a few mi- 
cromoles, since the K, for both cell types was about 10 PM. 

However, based on in vivo brain dialysis measurements of ex- 
tracellular amino acid concentrations in the rat hippocampus, 
it is likely that the CSF concentration is an overestimate of the 
actual extracellular concentration: Lerma et al. (1986) measured 
CSF/extracellular concentration ratios in the range of 2.5: 11 for 
several amino acids, including glutamate, aspartate, serine, and 
alanine. Preliminary observations using the same method sug- 
gest that the extracellular glycine concentration is around 3-5 
I.LM in the rat dentate gyrus (R. Martin de1 Rio, personal com- 
munication). Although the evidence available suggests that the 
glycine binding site on NMDA receptors is nearly saturated in 
vivo, it is conceivable that an endogenous glycine antagonist 
could serve to regulate the activity of NMDA receptors. Ex- 
periments in progress suggest that the endogenous tryptophan 
metabolite, kynurenate, could fulfill this role. 

Zinc block of slow EPSPs 

The hypothesis that zinc participates in the mechanism of cen- 
tral neurotransmission is supported by its presence in synaptic 
boutons in the hippocampus (Haug, 1967) and its release on 
synaptic stimulation (Assaf and Chung 1984; Howell et al., 1984). 
The concentration of zinc in the synaptic cleft during mossy 
fiber stimulation (-300 PM; Assaf and Chung, 1984) greatly 
exceeds that required for substantial block of NMDA receptors 
(20-50 WM). Our experiments suggest that the major action of 
zinc at physiological concentrations on excitatory synaptic 
transmission is as a NMDA receptor antagonist. Although zinc 
has an effect on both sodium and potassium currents in the 
squid giant axon (Gilly and Armstrong, 1986a, b), much higher 
concentrations are required (millimolar) than used in the present 
study. Furthermore, we observed no effect on the somatic action 
potential or on the amplitude of the fast EPSP, making it un- 
likely that antagonism of the slow EPSP was due to failure of 
synaptic transmission resulting from block of the action poten- 
tial in the presynaptic nerve terminal or a reduction in trans- 
mitter release. 

To further establish a role for zinc in synaptic transmission 
it will be necessary to show, at an identified synapse, both release 
and a physiological action. Regional differences in the density 
of zinc staining, using histochemical techniques, show the most 
intense staining to be in the mossy fiber region of the hippo- 
campus, but zinc is also present in vesicles of synaptic terminals 
throughout other areas of the hippocampus and is widely dis- 
tributed in telencephalic structures (Perez-Clause11 and Dansch- 
er, 1985). Although there are few NMDA receptors in stratum 
lucidum where mossy fibers terminate, zinc could diffuse to 
nearby synaptic sites at which NMDA receptors have been shown 
to mediate long-term changes in excitability (e.g., commissural 
inputs). An alternative action of zinc in the CA3 region is also 
plausible; mossy fibers also contain high levels of enkephalin 
and dynorphin (Stengaard-Pedersen et al., 198 1; McGinty et al., 
1983), and zinc is known to inhibit opiate receptor binding 
markedly (Stengaard-Pedersen, 1982). 

Other neuromodulatory substances in conditioned medium 

The increase in amplitude of the fast EPSP recorded on washout 
of conditioned medium could not be attributed to removal of 
glycine alone. Our results suggest that conditioned medium also 
contains a substance with agonist activity at glutamate receptor. 
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We are currently testing the hypothesis that conditioned me- 
dium contains a substance (possibly L-glutamate) that exerts an 
inhibitory action on the fast EPSP via activation of presynaptic 
receptors (Forsythe and Clements, unpublished observations). 

It is becoming increasingly evident that synaptic transmission 
through pathways utilizing an excitatory amino acid transmitter 
is under complex control. In part this is a result of the calcium 
permeability and magnesium-induced voltage dependence of 
NMDA receptor channels. At another level, it appears that 
the activity of NMDA receptors could be directly modulated 
by endogenous substances. Glycine and zinc have opposite ef- 
fects on the NMDA receptor channel, and it is interesting to 
consider the other characteristics of these substances that may 
influence their effects. The presence of glycine in extracellular 
fluid and its release from glial cells imply that it acts as a tonic 
modulator of the NMDA receptor channel. Since zinc is toxic 
to cultured neurons during prolonged exposure (Peters et al., 
1987) and is rapidly chelated by amino acids and proteins, a 
transient physiological action is more likely. Zinc antagonism 
of the NMDA current is not relieved on depolarization (West- 
brook and Mayer, 1987) and will thus affect the contribution 
of the NMDA receptor current to the synaptic response in a 
quite different manner than magnesium. 
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